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Thanks to Rey Guachmin for producing the Growth Group video which was
well received. If you want to borrow it please speak to Norman.
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St Brelade - new Growth Group has started on Thursday evenings.
Contact Robin Agnes 077 771131 or George Machan 07797 761065
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St Peter: a home has been offered but requires a leader and members.
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Requests received about starting new Growth Groups at:The Jersey Cheshire Home on a Wednesday morning for about an hour.
Communicare, St Brelade, on a Monday between 1 & 3pm
Prayer Points – Please pray for:
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More people to be encouraged by the Growth Group video, and have a
desire to join a group to help them grow deeper in their faith.
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Robin and George as they lead the new group in St Brelade – that they
would be encouraged and blessed in their leadership roles.
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Those God is calling to help start the requested new groups at the Jersey
Cheshire Home and Communicare, that they offer to serve.
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People to be willing to explore groups until they find one which they feel
God has chosen for them, and helps them in their spiritual growth.
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Encouragement for leaders and hosts, that they would feel valued by the
Lord, and excited about the spiritual growth in their group.
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More people to fill the available spaces in the varied existing groups. Is
God prompting you to explore how you can deepen your faith?
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